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Part II

How verse templates are
instantiated





4 A corpus study of final strictness
in verse

4.1 Introduction

The words used in verse are subject to a number of constraints which are absent
in everyday speech. By analysing how songs and poems are structured we can ob-
serve, for instance, that the discourse is organised into lines of similar length, that
a pulse can be perceived by the regular alternation of strong and weak syllables,
or that a number of adjacent lines end with exactly the same phonemes.

However, there seems to exist an asymmetry in the way these constraints are
arranged: the beginning of lines are left relatively free, and later parts of the line
are more constrained. This can be the result of constraints specific to the end
of lines (e.g. rhyme), or due to some general constraint (e.g. alternate weak and
strong syllables) being more stringent later in the line.

The phenomenon has been most prominently mentioned with reference to
early verse corpora, such as Ancient Greek (Prince 1989) or Sanskrit (Arnold 1905).
However, it has also been noted that it is an “almost constant feature of numer-
ous widely differing metrical systems of the world” (Kiparsky 1968:138), which
has led to the hypothesis that it “is in fact just a specific manifestation of a uni-
versal principle” (Hayes 1983:388).

The Strict End Hypothesis (henceforth, SEH) covers a number of predictions,
roughly summarised by the statement that “correspondence to a metrical pattern
tends to be lax at the beginnings of units; strict at the ends” (Hayes 1983:373). In
order to verify the extent of the hypothesis, one needs to be able to verify whether
a given sample of verse conforms to it or not. As I will argue in the following sec-
tion (4.2), the concept of final strictness is too coarse to undertake a typological
study. As defended by Bickel (2007:247), the same problem applies to many tra-
ditional descriptive variables in linguistic typology (e.g. incorporation); instead
of seeking universal definitions of such variables, it would be more productive,
he maintains, to encode finer-grained variables: “such variables allow capturing
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rather than ignoring diversity, and they stand a greater chance to be codable in
replicable ways across many languages.”

Section 4.2 discusses the properties of a number of instances of final strictness
from different languages, and proposes a formal division into two main classes
of strictness. Beyond the characterisation of the sub-variables composing strict-
ness in verse, there is also the issue of gradience: it is unfeasible to describe with
precision a relative higher strictness in a relatively late position of a line with-
out some sort of quantification. Section 4.3 showcases how a particular type of
final strictness (the kind found in Vedic verse) can be quantified. This enables a
finer-grained characterisation of the degree of strictness and finality, and allows
systematic cross-linguistic comparisons. In the final discussion, I present a num-
ber of potential explanations for the different types of final strictness, and point
to further ways of testing them empirically.

4.2 Types of strictness

The Strict End Hypothesis has a number of possible definitions, which means
that it is flexible enough to cover a wide range of phenomena. However, if we
want to systematically survey and compare like with like manifestations of the
SEH, we need to be precise about the scope of the term. Characterising one or
several types of final strictness becomes crucial if we want to (1) verify or falsify
the universality of the phenomenon, and (2) investigate the possible causes of its
pervasiveness. There are at least three problematic issues with the notion of SEH.

First, it is unclear whether the strictness applies only at one particular con-
stituent level (e.g. the line), or to any kind of metrical constituent (e.g. stanzas,
hemistichs, feet). This can be a source of confusion, since evidence and counter-
evidence for the hypothesis can refer to completely different metrical domains.
The article by Zwicky & Zwicky (1986) Patterns first, exceptions later offers a po-
tential counter-example to the hypothesis, but in this case the strictness applies
at the level of the stanza: limericks show greater regularity at the beginning lines.
Still, most of the remarks on final strictness make reference to the level of the line.
Besides, lines are possibly the only defining constituents of verse (Fabb 2015), so
it is a suitable domain for a working definition of SEH.

A second source of heterogeneity in the phenomena is where the focus of the
strictness asymmetry is set: (1) an exceptional freedom at the very beginning, (2)
an exceptional strictness at the very end, (3) a gradual increase of strictness (or
decrease of freedom) encompassing the line as a whole. The trochaic inversion
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common in English iambic pentametre refers to an exceptional looseness at the
beginning of the line (Hayes 1983). Rhyme constraints, on the other hand, usually
target just the end of lines. Finally, other instances of SEH are reported to apply
gradually, with strictness increasing from the beginning to the end of the line (e.g.
Finnish Kalevala verse, Kiparsky 1968).

Third, in order to speak of strictness, one needs to posit a rule or restriction
which can then be satisfied or violated; however, a variety of features (e.g. syl-
lable weight, phonemes) can be subject to restrictions in verse templates. The
cognitive representation of these features differ, and it is unclear whether strict-
ness phenomena on different features can be directly compared as produced by a
shared cause. Next, I review the main types of restrictions for which the SEH has
been mentioned.1

4.2.1 Final strictness phenomena

Syllable type

The prototypical example of final strictness relies on the existence of a template
which shows restrictions on syllable type. In Somali [Afro-Asiatic; Cushitic]2

geeraar verse lines, for instance, the third and fourth syllabic positions are re-
quired to be heavy and light respectively; the preceding positions, however, do
not show a strong preference for either of the syllable types (Banti & Giannatta-
sio 1996:99). The same kind of stricter syllabic weight pattern is found in Sanskrit
[Indo-European; Indo-Iranian] (Arnold 1905). Languages where syllabic stress
rather than weight is constrained in verse, e.g. English or Dutch [Indo-European;
Germanic], also show lines with looser beginnings (Hayes 1983; de Groot 1936).

Syllable-to-position association

The number of syllables or morae associated to a metrical position is fixed in
many traditions. However, certain deviations are permitted, such as the resolu-
tion, where a strong position, typically filled with a heavy syllable, is realised
instead as two weak syllables. This kind of freedom is frequent in Greek [Indo-
European; Graeco-Phrygian] iambic trimetre, but it does not occur in the final
two strong positions (Prince 1989:61). Similarly, in Somali gabay metre, the strong
positions of the first half-line can be resolved as two light syllables; in the second

1 Several of the examples I mention are discussed by Fabb (2002), with additional analysis on the
SEH.

2 In the first mention of a language in the current section, I include its genealogical information
between brackets, extracted from Glottolog (Nordhoff & Hammarström 2011).
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half, however, only one of the three strong positions can be resolved, because the
total number of syllables is fixed to six (Johnson 1996:76). This means that the
second half of the line is more restricted than the first. Another kind of Somali
verse,masafo, constrains the number of morae per position in all but the very first
position of the line, where 2, 3 or 4 morae can be realised (Banti & Giannattasio
1996:94).

Word length

A number of verse traditions restrict the length of the line-final word, leaving
the rest of words unconstrained in terms of length. In the Irish [Indo-European;
Celtic] Ae freislighe quatrains, odd lines end in trisyllables, and even lines in
dissyllables (Knott 1957:13); Dyirbal [Pama-Nyungan] Marrga songs require line-
final words to be bisyllabic (Dixon & Koch 1996:181); in Finnish [Uralic; Finnic]
Kalevala verse, monosyllables are “not permitted at the end of a line” (Kiparsky
1968:138).

Phonemes

Rhyme is a very common feature in the poetry and singing of many languages.
This involves limiting the choices of phonemes one can use at the end of lines; i.e.
a relative free choice of phonemes in every position of the line, except at the end.
Rhyme, hence, can be interpreted as a case of strict end.

Some languages, nonetheless, follow the opposite pattern: they restrict the
phonemes occurring at the beginning of lines, and not elsewhere, by using
line-initial alliteration. This type of strict beginning is attested throughout the
Mongolic language family (Krueger 1961; Kara 2011), as well as in Welsh [Indo-
European; Celtic] (Greenhill 2011). From a typological point of view, however,
line-final rhyme is much more frequent than line-initial alliteration (Fabb 1999).
This asymmetry further strengthens the SEH.

Words

Even more stringent are the verse templates where specific words or kind of
words are required to close the line. In a Sardinian [Indo-European; Italic] an-
ninnia from Bosa, each line in the song is closed by the formula ninna ninna
(Sassu & Sole 1972:121); in the Melpa [Nuclear Trans New Guinea; Central East
New Guinea Highlands] kang rom style of songs, lines are composed by regular
lexical words, but one of a restricted set of vocables (i.e. meaningless words) is
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produced at the end of each line (Niles 2011:284). Further typological work is
needed to assess whether these line-final formulae are more frequent than line-
initial ones, as the latter are also attested in languages such as Kuna [Chibchan;
Core Chibchan] (Sherzer 1982:373).

Melody

The majority of the world’s verse is performed in sung form; this usually entails
the use of stable pitch classes (i.e. in the form of melodies). Robust typological
evidence lacking, there are indications that fixed patterns of melodic pitch classes
aremore frequent at the end of lines than elsewhere. In the Nambudiri tradition of
Veda recitation (in Sanskrit), lines are closed by a conventional melodic cadence
over the last vowel or nasal consonant (Staal 1961:50). Many verse systems show
a similar pitch-cadence phenomenon, where a fixed (low) pitch closes each line
(e.g. Huli [Nuclear Trans New Guinea; Enga-Kewa-Huli] songs, Pugh-Kitingan
1984:107). While these traditions display particularly invariant melodic material
in the last few syllables, others display an asymmetry by singing the first few
notes with an undetermined, speech-like pitch, while the rest of the line employs
stable notes (e.g. Tedaga [Saharan; Western Saharan] songs, Brandily 1976:176).

Rhythm

A related line-final effect is the lengthening of the very last syllable of the line.
This is observed e.g. in Warlpiri [Pama-Nyungan; Desert Nyungic], Somali or
Sardinian (Turpin & Laughren 2013; Banti &Giannattasio 1996; Sassu & Sole 1972),
and has probably a widespread typological distribution (Nettl 1956:66). One of the
results of lengthening is that the temporal interval between the last syllable of a
line and the first of the following line is increased with respect to the preceding
inter-syllabic intervals. This same effect is also achieved by a simple pause, or
by leaving an empty beat, as seen at the end of lines in many nursery rhymes,
such as Eeny, meeny, miny, moe, where each strong syllable is followed by a weak
one except at the end of lines, or Hickory dickory, where all lines except the third
show a line-final empty beat. This kind of truncation is used preferentially at the
end of lines, as it provides a structural pause (Hayes & MacEachern 1996; Hayes
& Kaun 1996).
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4.2.2 Template and instance strictness

All these phenomena can be interpreted as evidence for the SEH in one way or
another. However, I want to argue that it is useful to be specific about the kind
of features which are constrained, and to characterise the stringency of the con-
straints.

Some of the cited examples consist of completely stringent, fixed phenomena
whichmark the right edge of lines somehow, e.g. by requiring the presence of spe-
cific phonemes, words or pitches. We can refer to them as examples of template
strictness.

The constraints related to syllable type and syllable-to-position association, on
the other hand, usually exhibit varying degrees of stringency. We can call them
examples of instance strictness. Requiring a specific rhyme to close the line is
arguably a categorical feature encoded in the verse template; the increasing con-
sistency in using light or heavy syllables, though, is a gradual effect observed
when a collection of instances of the same template are analysed.

This binary classification of final strictness phenomena can already be help-
ful in order to better understand their possible cause or function. Nevertheless,
quantifying the stringency of any kind of strictness is still crucial if one wants
to verify whether it is categorically localised at one of the edges, whether it is
gradual, and, if gradual, the extent to which the different positions in the line are
restricted. The next section develops a case study where the instance strictness
of syllable type is quantified and compared across verse samples in five different
languages. This is the prototypical case of final strictness, and, given its gradual
nature, it constitutes a suitable object for quantitative examination.

4.3 Measuring strictness

4.3.1 Materials

We analyse data from five languages: three Indo-European languages from two
different branches (English and Dutch from the Germanic branch, and Sanskrit
from the Indo-Iranian branch), the Uralic language Estonian, and the Afro-Asiatic
language Tashlhiyt Berber. To be sure, the sample is not broad enough to make
strong claims about the universality of final strictness; however, I describe a
methodology which can be easily extended to include further data in future stud-
ies. The choice of languages attempts to maximise the typological coverage, while
being constrained by the availability of sizeable digitized corpora.
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Table 4.1: Summary of corpora used in the analyses.

Language ISO Lines Samples Family Branch

English eng 4198 2 Indo-European Germanic
Estonian est 8811 20 Uralic Finnic
Dutch nld 9079 2 Indo-European Germanic
Sanskrit san 37908 3 Indo-European Indo-Iranian
Tashlhiyt Berber shi 314 7 Afro-Asiatic Berber

The kind of strictness being measured here is the one about restrictions on
syllable type (cf. Section 4.2.1). Hence, any verse sample where at least certain
positions require a particular syllabic feature (e.g. weight or stress) are suitable
for the analysis. Table 4.1 lists the five languages used in the analysis, together
with the total number of lines, and the number of samples (e.g. authors) for each
language.

The Sanskrit sample includes lines from the Ṛgveda, a text composed in the
second millennium BC, probably earlier than 1200 BC (Witzel 1995). The tem-
plates used are quantitative, i.e. they contrast heavy and light syllables. For the
current analysis I have employed the summary statistics provided by Gunkel &
Ryan (2011), who list the proportion of heavy syllables for each position in me-
tres of eight, eleven and twelve syllables. All three metres follow a general iambic
pattern. However, that the verse lines from the Ṛgveda show final strictness has
been known for a long time: “in all metres the rhythm of the latter part of the
verse is much more rigidly defined than that of the earlier part” (Arnold 1905:9).
The present analysis involves almost thirty-eight thousand lines of verse.

The Dutch sample includes 9079 lines by two 20th-century poets: J. P. Kal (b.
1946) and C. O. Jellema (1936–2003). Most of the lines belong to 14-line-long son-
nets and follow an iambic pentametre template. For purposes of syllable-position
identification, lines longer or shorter than ten syllables have been excluded from
the original corpus. Each line has been automatically scanned using a scansion
algorithm (van Oostendorp 2014) which takes into account the syllable’s lexical
stress and its environment, and yields a binary result for each syllable: metrically
stressed (1) or unstressed (0). The iambic pentametre template predicts that odd
positions will contain unstressed values, and even positions stressed values.

The English sample contains 4198 lines by JohnMilton (1608–1674) andWilliam
Shakespeare (1564–1616). Our analysis is based on the digital text annotated by
Bruce Hayes, which assigns one of four stress levels to each syllable: 0 = un-
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stressed, 1 = secondary stress, 2 = primary, 3 = phrasal (Hayes, Wilson & Shisko
2012). Given that most accounts of English verse only distinguish a binary oppo-
sition of stress, I have collapsed values 1, 2 and 3 into a single category of stress,
opposed to unstressed (0). The lines used for the analysis all follow an iambic
pentametre template. The sample by Shakespeare is derived from his 154 sonnets,
excluding sonnet 145 which is composed in iambic tetrametre, and excluding lines
longer than 10 syllables (i.e. ending in feminine rhyme). The sample by Milton is
drawn from books 9 and 10 of his work Paradise Lost, also applying the filter to
retain only 10-syllable-long lines.

The Estonian sample summarises 8811 lines composed by 20 different authors
from the late 19th, early 20th centuries. The data are taken from statistics provided
by Lotman& Lotman (2013), where each syllable is assigned a stress value ranging
from 0 (unstressed) to 4 (phrasal stress). As with the English sample, only a binary
distinction between stressed and unstressed has been retained. All lines follow
a trochaic tetrametre template, where odd positions generally contain stressed
syllables, and even positions unstressed.

The Tashlhiyt sample contains 314 lines of verse belonging to seven different
songs. Each song follows a different template, but all of them are quantitative;
hence, positions are expected to contain either a heavy or a light syllable (as in
the Sanskrit corpus). The song texts, their scansion and thorough analyses have
been published by Dell & Elmedlaoui (2008).

In all five corpora we observe templates where two classes of syllables are used
in a controlled way. Still, the nature of these two classes depends on the phono-
logical features of each language, and the interpretation of which syllables con-
stitute deviations from the template depends on the method of analysis used for
each corpus. In the Estonian corpus, the alternating syllable classes are based
on word stress, which is always word-initial in this language (Harms 2017). The
syllable classes in the English and Dutch corpora are also based on word stress,
but this feature plays a more important role than in Estonian, since its placement
within the word is not fully predictable (Hulst 1984). On the other hand, the San-
skrit and Tashlhiyt syllable classes are not based on stress but on weight, where
syllables ending in a coda (and/or in a long vowel for Sanskrit) are considered
heavy (Dell & Elmedlaoui 2002; Arnold 1905).

In terms of the kinds of methods used to detect deviant syllables, the Dutch
corpus differs from the other four in that for each syllable the scansion algorithm
takes into account the neighbouring syllables and the ideal metrical template to
determine its prominence value. In the other corpora, whether a syllable is con-
sideredweak or strong does not depend on themetrical context, but is determined
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exclusively on linguistic grounds.

4.3.2 Statistical analyses

For each syllabic position in the corpora as coded here, a binary feature (0, 1)
indicates the prominence value (related to stress or weight) for that syllable. It
is assumed all lines in a sample follow the same template, which regulates the
placement of stress or weight. In order to measure the consistency of this regu-
lation, I compute the entropy for each position of the template (Shannon 1948).
This produces a measure of how certain we can be about the prominence value of
a syllable given it occurs in a particular position; values lie between 0 (complete
consistency), and 1 (highest uncertainty).

This measure does not capture higher order dependencies between positions,
such that an unstressed syllable in the second position of an iambic pentametre
is likely preceded by a stressed syllable (i.e. trochaic inversion). Nevertheless, it
does allow us to analyse the relative unigram consistency related to syllable type
regulation across line positions, and across corpora.

In order to assess whether the relative syllabic position (relpos) predicts a de-
crease in entropy (i.e. less heterogeneity towards the end of the line), I fit a mixed
effects model to the whole set of samples combined. The different language cor-
pora are added as random factors (see the complete model under Equation 4.1 as
called in R using the lme4 package, Bates et al. 2015). In order to assess with more
detail the robustness of the SEH for each individual language, I perform separate
linear regressions for each language corpus.

entropy ∼ relpos + (1 + relpos + prominence|language) (4.1)

4.3.3 Results

Figure 4.1 plots the entropy values for each syllabic position within each sample,
grouped by languages. Separate regression lines are drawn for positions treated
as strong and weak in their respective templates.

We can observe a general downtrend in entropy for all languages, suggesting
that the initial hypothesis that there is an increase in consistency in the use of
weight and stress is correct. In the Estonian sample, the trend for strong positions
is completely flat, with no apparent increasing strictness. In fact, deviations from
the ideal template (stressed syllables on odd positions) are close to null. The San-
skrit sample also shows a flatter and lower regression line for strong positions.
However, this is not the case for the other three languages.
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Figure 4.1: Entropy of syllabic feature values (stressed vs unstressed; heavy vs light)
for each position in each sample of verse.

Visual inspection reveals that the final position of Sanskrit verse breaks with
the increasing strictness tendency, a phenomenon well described in the literature
(Arnold 1905). Furthermore, a relative increase in entropy towards the middle of
the line (e.g. English and Sanskrit) suggests the presence of division of the line in
two half-lines.

Table 4.2 shows the results of themixed effects model fitted to the data. Relative
position within the line proves to be a good predictor of entropy, with a strong
negative estimate indicating a decrease in uncertainty as the syllable position
increases. A comparison of this model with the corresponding null model without
the fixed predictor indicates that the prediction of entropy significantly improves
by adding relative syllable position as a predictor (χ2 = 9.63, Pr (> χ2) = 0.0019).

Figure 4.2 shows how these estimates are to be adjusted for each of the sub-
corpora; that is, it visualizes the random part of the mixed model under Equa-
tion 4.1. The vertical dashed line represents the average, baseline results; red/blue
figures indicate that a language shows a lower/higher value with respect to the
baseline.

In the leftmost panel (Intercept) we observe that Sanskrit shows the highest
overall entropy, and Tashlhiyt Berber the lowest, confirming the plots in Fig-
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Figure 4.2: Random effects for the five different languages in the sample. The plot
indicates the amount by which the model estimates are adjusted according to the lan-
guage of the data under analysis. Negative adjustments with respect to the baseline
are plotted in red.

ure 4.1. In the second row of Table 4.2 we had observed that later syllables have
a negative estimate, i.e. they are predicted to have a lower entropy. The right-
most panel (relpos) reveals that Sanskrit is the language where this decreasing-
looseness effect is strongest, i.e. it shows the steepest slope from high entropy
at the beginning of the line, to low entropy at the end. Finally, the central panel
(prominence1) displays the varying effect of prominence on entropy. Here, we
corroborate that strong positions in Estonian (and in Sanskrit to a lower extent)
are much stricter than weak positions (i.e. are expected to show a lower entropy),
whereas the opposite effect is found in English.

Individual linear regressions per language sample (Table 4.3 of the Supplemen-
tary Information) confirm that the robust overall decrease in entropy also holds
for each language corpus. The prominence value of the position (whether weak or
strong) further improves the model for all languages except Dutch, where weak
and strong positions follow a similar downtrend.
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Table 4.2: Results of the full mixed model, with relative syllable position as the fixed
predictor, and random slope and intercept for the effect of prominence and syllable
position in each language.

Term Estimate Std. Error t value Pr (> t)

1 (Intercept) 0.575 0.117 4.91 0.00804
2 relpos -0.305 0.0616 -4.95 0.00995

4.4 Discussion

Binary restrictions on the type of syllable used at certain positions of the line are
common to many verse traditions. As proposed by e.g. Jakobson (1966), metri-
cal rules are often regarded as binary; nevertheless, Ryan (2011) argues that this
binarity appears to be gradient. Moreover, the direction of the gradience can be
predicted to a certain extent using the relative position of the syllable. In the
samples of verse here analysed, there is a robust trend for the binary restriction
on weight or stress to be more stringent later in the line. This supports a specific
type of the SEH, namely, if a verse tradition regulates a syllabic feature, it will be
more consistent the later the syllable occurs in the line.

Visual inspection of the Estonian corpus suggested a second predictor of en-
tropy: prominence. Even though four out of five corpora show distinct entropy
profiles for weak and strong positions, there is no overall prediction: in some
cases strong positions show higher entropy (English, Tashlhiyt), and in others,
lower entropy (Estonian, Sanskrit). A note of caution is needed when using posi-
tion prominence as a predictor of entropy. At least two potential confounds can
drive the direction of the effect of prominence on entropy: (1) the structure of the
lexicon, (2) the coding algorithm.

In a language with higher proportion of light syllables, consistently using light
syllables in weak positions proves easier, hence strong positions are predicted to
have a higher entropy (i.e. it is more likely that they contain light syllables, than
the other way round). On the other hand, as explained in the description of the
materials, the algorithms used to decide the weight/stress feature of a syllable
differ, e.g. in Estonian, even the lightest degree of stress is coded as stressed;
in Dutch, the neighbouring syllables are considered in order to maximise the fit
to the ideal template. The facts expressed in those two caveats hinder a direct
interpretation on the predictive effect of position prominence on entropy. Further
research is needed which takes lexico-statistical data from the feature of interest
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as a predictor of the effect of prominence.
If a robust typological tendency is established, we can hypothesise that it de-

rives from features shared by the whole population under study, like some aspect
of basic human cognition. In Section 4.2 I propose that the diverse phenomena
under the general SEH can be subdivided into two main types: template strict-
ness, and instance strictness. The contrast between the categorical nature of the
first type, and the gradual nature of the second suggests different causes. From a
general perspective, I propose that categorical asymmetries encoded in the tem-
plates (e.g. rhyme, cadence) may have a facilitating function, and that the gradual
asymmetries (e.g. selection of syllable type) are a result of some cognitive bias.

A plausible, low-level cognitive bias is the gradual increase of attention as new
temporal stimuli are processed. Each verse template diplays a regular alternation
of features, but the regularity gets a stronger representation as the line develops
and more syllables satisfy the template, as proposed by the Bayesian predictive
coding framework (Vuust & Witek 2014). Alternatively, if the creator or recipient
of the verse lines entrains to some regular temporal sequence (e.g. of syllables or
beats), the dynamic attending theory (Jones et al. 2002) predicts that clusters of
neurons will synchronise with that regularity. The synchronisation strengthens
as more stimuli are processed, and, if attention peaks correlate with neuronal
firing, one is expected to be extra sensitive by the end of the line.3

Hypotheses on increase of attention can be suitable for gradual phenomena,
and particularly for loose beginnings, where full-entrainment has not yet taken
place. Nevertheless, it does not fit well with categorically final phenomena, such
as rhyme. A straightforward interpretation of these is that theywork as boundary-
markers, making the constituent structure of verse easier to parse. However, an
equivalent explanation is available for left-boundary markers. Hence, a number
of functional accounts specific to template final strictness can be put forward,
but they all remain tentative in the lack of robust empirical work, probably ex-
perimental.

A feature common to all the categorical asymmetries I have discussed in Sec-
tion 4.2 is that they limit the number of choices at the very end of the line, by re-
stricting the choice of phonemes, the word-length, or requiring a specific closing-
word. This effectively reduces the cognitive load of the performer. Still, this cog-
nitive advantage at the end of lines can be seen as serving various alternative
functions.

3 These arguments could also be applied to larger chunks of verse, such as couplets or stanzas.
However, there is good evidence that lines are treated as whole units in working memory (Fabb
2014), making it a suitable candidate for the unit of attention increase.
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The first is proposed, for instance, by Niles (2011) when discussing the fixed
vocables closing lines of kang rom Melpa songs: “because of their regularity in
delimiting a line of text, these vocables perhaps also allow the performer a brief
rest and chance to mentally compose his or her thoughts for the next line.” This
explanation may be particularly relevant for improvised traditions, where the fol-
lowing line needs to be composed while still singing the current one; yet, it also
applies to non-improvised performances, where saving cognitive load can facili-
tate the recall of the next line (Rubin 1995). Similar functions have been attributed
to the pervasive final lengthening observed in everyday speech (Fletcher 2010).

A related advantage of marking right boundaries with predictable material is
that it enables a smoother turn-taking. The previous hypothesis worked best in
the context of solo performance; however, there are traditions where two poets
engage in dialogue-like exchange of lines (Egaña 2007). In this context, one needs
to compose a line while the other is singing. Hence, predicting the end of a line
gives the poet some advantage in order to plan the next line and execute it without
delay. Again, this has a parallel in everyday speech, where it has been shown
that the gap between turns is so short, that speakers must plan in advance and
accurately predict the end of the interlocutor’s utterance (Stivers et al. 2009).

An alternative proposal by Fabb (2014) is that reduced cognitive load at the
end of a line facilitates the recall of earlier elements within that same line. The
hypothesis relies on the idea that lines are processed as single units within work-
ing memory. The final part of the line already has a recency-effect advantage, and
having a reduced cognitive demand at the end would leave more room for keep-
ing in mind earlier linguistic content. Earlier in this section, I have argued that
final strictness may ease the planning of the following line, while Fabb proposes
that final strictness eases the remembering of the current line.

Given the diversity of final strictness phenomena, it is unlikely that they all
have the same cause or function, so apparently contradictory hypotheses may
in fact prove complementary. In this specific case, Fabb’s proposal covers better
the function of final strictness during verse perception, while the planning hy-
pothesis applies to the process of verse production, as exemplified by the quote
on Melpa singing (Niles 2011). In order to test the coverage of these hypotheses,
behavioural experiments can be conducted which manipulate line-final elements
and compare recall and reaction times. Moreover, the predominant ecological con-
text where verse is created and consumed in a given tradition may also require
dissimilar cognitive explanations; in particular, the visual aid available when com-
posing texts inwritten form, such as the Dutch or Estonian samples here analysed,
would need to be taken into account.
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Finally, the pervasive presence of predictable material at the end of lines can
have aesthetic reasons. As argued by Huron (2006), a source of pleasure in mu-
sic lies in the fulfilment of expectations. Moreover, added aesthetic value may
be produced when expectations are violated or kept on hold for some time, and
satisfying them. Although gathering empirical evidence of aesthetic value poses
methodological challenges, physiological measures such as skin conductance re-
sponse (Mas-Herrero et al. 2014) can potentially be used in order to test whether
line-final fixed elements are a more significant source of aesthetic pleasure com-
pared to predictable material on other locations in the line.

4.5 Conclusion

The Strict End Hypothesis has been discussed in the field of metrics for more than
a century. Furthermore, it has been posited that it may be universal in nature. In
this chapter I address two challenges which precede the typological verification
of the claim. First, I argue that a range of diverse phenomena are categorised
within the SEH, making the hypothesis effectively intractable. At the very least,
two types of strictness should be distinguished: template and instance strictness.
Second, in order to measure the extent and degree of each type of strictness, quan-
tification or other kinds of fine-grained description are necessary. I showcase
this by characterising gradual strictness in a dataset including verse from five
languages, using entropy as a proxy for strictness. Finally, I discuss a number of
testable cognitive explanations of the phenomena, which move towards the goal
of understanding the why of final strictness.
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Supplementary Information

Table 4.3: Results of the linear model applied to each language corpus, with position
prominence and relative syllable position as predictors.

Language Term Estimate Std. Error t value Pr (> t)

1 eng (Intercept) 0.654 0.0668 9.79 2.1e-08
2 eng relpos -0.386 0.106 -3.64 0.00204
3 eng prominence1 0.312 0.0678 4.6 0.000258

4 est (Intercept) 0.735 0.0248 29.6 3.24e-66
5 est relpos -0.297 0.034 -8.73 3.5e-15
6 est prominence1 -0.603 0.0223 -27.1 5.31e-61

7 nld (Intercept) 0.547 0.0464 11.8 1.29e-09
8 nld relpos -0.189 0.0737 -2.56 0.0204
9 nld prominence1 0.00408 0.0471 0.0866 0.932

10 san (Intercept) 0.966 0.0915 10.6 2.91e-11
11 san relpos -0.504 0.143 -3.53 0.00147
12 san prominence1 -0.257 0.091 -2.83 0.00859

13 shi (Intercept) 0.127 0.034 3.73 0.000351
14 shi relpos -0.125 0.0552 -2.26 0.0264
15 shi prominence1 0.158 0.0431 3.65 0.000459
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